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Character Lineup



Character Puppet Construction



Marilyn Munster - Profile
Role: Main Character 1

Age: 7th grade (13)

Descriptors: Impetuous, Adventurous, 
Intelligent, Charming

Bio: Unlike the rest of her family, Marilyn 
comes off as pretty normal…that is until she 
gets involved in the daily drama of being a 
middle-schooler. Whether it’s exacting revenge 
on “evil” math teachers, playing Halloween 
pranks with grandpa, or just hanging out with 
her friends, Marilyn always seems to stir up 
trouble. Marilyn drags Eddie into her 
adventures, convinced it’ll make him seem more 
“normal”. She can be intense, and her methods 
are more than a little unorthodox, but she 
usually has good intentions at heart. 

Character Reference: Louise - Bob’s 
Burgers



Marilyn Munster - Turnaround



Eddie Munster - Profile
Role: Main Character 2

Age: 5th grade (10)

Descriptors: Honest, Mild, loyal, Eager to 
Learn

Bio: Eddie may come off as quiet, but he’s 
not any less ready for adventure than his 
cousin. Eddie’s curious personality and trust in 
Marilyn means he’s often getting into trouble 
with her. But when Marilyn’s emotions get the 
best of her, Eddie is there to make a plan 
and support the team in facing any seemingly 
insurmountable task. Eddie is a good student, 
and tries very hard to stay under the radar 
in school, in spite of his appearance.

Character Reference: Craig Williams – Craig 
of the Creek



Eddie Munster - Turnaround



Lily Munster - Profile
Role: Voice of Reason, “Stay Positive”

Age: Eternally 29

Descriptors: Empathetic, Responsible, 
Conscientious, Wise

Bio: Lily does her best to be the best mom 
and homemaker she can be. She knows that 
her family stands out, but fully embraces their 
differences with her own kind of flair, doing 
the most in everything. Lily tends to be the 
arbiter in her family’s disputes, and tries to 
make sure everyone keeps a cool head. When 
she gets heated though, there’s no stopping 
her! 

Character Reference: Gloria – Modern 
Family



Lily Munster - Turnaround



Herman Munster - Profile
Role: “Cool” Dad, walking mid-life crisis

Age: Mid-40’s

Descriptors: Warm, Childish, Confident, 
Passionate 

Bio: Herman is a Hard-working bread winner. 
Well, when it comes to his job anyway. When it 
comes to his family and interests? Not so much. 
Herman is the embodiment of the “work-hard-
play-hard” mentality. He can be childish and 
somewhat embarrassing in the eyes of his 
wife, but the kids think he’s great fun. His 
secretly goofy demeanor is usually hidden by 
his stoic appearance, but that flash of color in 
his ascot isn’t just to accent his monstrously 
good looks! 

Character Reference: Herman- The 
Munsters



Herman Munster - Turnaround



Al “Grandpa” Munster and “Raven” - Profile

Role: Kooky old man, Cynical Senior

Age: Old as dirt. 

Descriptors: Curmudgeonly, Creative, Pushy, 
Nostalgic

Bio: Grandpa, or “Al” as his Friday-night 
bingo buddies call him, is your typical 
aggressive old person. You know, the ones 
who claim they’re always right and 
entitled to everything because they’re old 
and crippled? The ones who will steal the 
last discount chicken breast out of your 
cart while you’re grabbing milk? Yeah, he’s 
that guy. But sometimes he channels all 
that energy into his amazing mad-science 
projects, and ropes Marilyn and Eddie into 
his schemes. Grandpa is very defensive of 
his family, and will defend “the Munster 
way” to his grave. He is also convinced 
that the duck on his head is a Raven.

Character Reference: Merlin- the Sword in 
the Stone 



Al “Grandpa” Munster and “Raven” - Turnaround



Spot - Profile
Role: Goofy Pet

Age: ?

Descriptors: Dopey, Sweet, Dog-like

Bio: Spot is the family dragon, but 
Herman and Eddie are his favorite. He 
loves treats, chasing cats, and 
chewing on tennis balls – which 
explains Grandpa’s pumpkin. He’s not 
afraid to burn someone who wrongs 
his family, and has a pretty fierce 
roar for a dragon his size. Spot may 
love his family, but he’s not the 
brightest. He’s been known to try to 
follow Eddie to school and get lost if 
he’s accidentally let out of the 
house.

Character Reference: Dug - Up



Spot - Turnaround



The Munster Mobile- Profile

Role: Car

Age: It’s a car?

Descriptors: Vroom Vroom.

Bio: It’s got a coffin for a cab, it’s 
a stickshift, it’s probably been 
totaled and rebuilt at least 
once…The Munster Mobile is the 
family’s main mode of 
transportation and grandpa’s 
weekend cruiser. Flames courteousy
of Herman’s drag racing phase.



The Munster Mobile- Puppet Construction



The Munster Mobile- Turnaround



Character Interactions and Poses



Pilot Concept – PT-A Night of Horror

Marilyn, Eddie, Lily, and Herman join in PTA night at the kids’
school.

Conflict:

• Marilyn and Eddie go on an adventure to change Marilyn’s grades before Lily and Herman find out 
she’s getting behind in class. Marilyn is embarrassed that Eddie’s grades are higher.

• Lily gets ostracized for her home-made baked goods, but all the other moms brought store-bought.

• Herman re-lives his traumatic experiences in school, and avoids the kids’ teachers.

Resolution:
• Everyone loves Lily’s cookies after one of the other mom’s kids tries it and likes it.
• Herman runs away from his past and into Marilyn and Eddie, but helps Marilyn through her insecurity 

by relating with his similar difficulties in school.

• The family reconcile about not fitting in and make a plan to help Marilyn with her homework.

AWW SO CUTE. 
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